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FEATURED THIS WEEK

Watch the Northern Lights

Our teachings of peace & love
Going on a wind walk

Our Teachings

Math help: estimation
Focus on Vocabulary

Science
WA’TKWANONHWERÁ:TON
We are pleased to share "Spotlight On
Learning", a newsletter that connects you to
educational resources from a variety of
sources including those that invoke learning
through and about our traditional teachings
and knowledge. It is intended to support all
families in Kahnawà:ke to bring learning into
their everyday. Importantly we remember
that Onkwehón:we education has always
been about passing on knowledge across
generations, using all resources appropriately
suited to expand our thinking and
knowledge. The newsletter embodies the
vision of the Kahnawà:ke Education Center:
"Nurtured by a strong, healthy network of family
and community all of our students are empowered
and proud Onkwehón:we, academically successful
and well prepared to thrive in any life path they
choose."
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STUDENTS
PARENT'S CORNER
Written by Kahtehron:ni Iris Stacey,
Curriculum Team Coordinator

Wa’tkwanonhwerá:ton Sewakwé:kon,
Aiá:wens tsi akwé:kon ioianerátie tanon sewata’karí:te Kahnawa’kehró:non.
I hope all is well and that all students in Kahnawà:ke are doing fine during
this time away from their regular schooling. I’m very happy to have the
opportunity to write for Spotlight on Learning this week as we reach our
5th issue already! It has been remarkable to see the great efforts and
initiatives being put forward by KEC staff to keep in touch and find
creative ways to continue supporting students and their parents across the
community.
Spotlight on Learning is only one big initiative that you see each week but
there is also so much action and planning behind the scenes. I appreciate
the technology team for getting Chromebooks to senior students and
supporting staff who are now working remotely from home. I commend
the KSS teachers for pulling together to embrace a new mode of teaching,
and applaud the administrative teams at each school for working
diligently with their staff in response to these quickly changing times.
I also see our communication team sharing a stream of information with
the community in an effort to keep everyone at home informed. Teachers
and resource teams are reaching out to families through various ways and
keeping in touch with updates through ClassDojo. There are so many
teams still working hard at their regular duties while also responding to
changing needs...
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PARENT'S CORNER
Continued

Kahwa:tsire
FAMILY

From the greenhouse facilitator to maintenance and curriculum, everyone is
working together as we plan and look towards the day when students will
return. There are surely some uncertainties in the days ahead, but we are all
growing and learning together while adjusting to new information and
developments.
Spotlight on Learning is one initiative to assist with the KEC’s goal to provide
tools, resources and opportunities for continued learning at home. I would
like to call upon parents to offer any suggestions to help the newsletter be
even better. What resources are helpful? What sections do you enjoy most? If
you have recommendations or questions we welcome them, as this
newsletter is intended to be helpful and relevant for all families learning at
home. I hope you enjoy this issue and try out the many resources selected by
all the contributors.
Skennen’kó:wa,
Kahtehrón:n Iris Stacey
Curriculum Team Coordinator, Kahnawà:ke Education Center

Cooking with Chef Mark - En Francais Sewakwé:kon!
A great example of teacher innovation and having fun using available technology.
Take part in this lesson with KSS French teacher, Mark Polson. Students and
families can have fun cooking together and maybe post some of their family
recipes to share with one another. Just click on the picture below and it will bring
you straight to the lesson.
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Cooking with
Chef Mark
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TSITEWATÉWEIENST NE TSI NIIONKWARIHÒ:TEN
Our Teachings

Our Haudenosaunee ways have been transmitted through teachings these include
our stories and original instructions. Here is an opportunity to explore and learn
about some of these teachings. This video features our leadership from the
Onondaga nation, faith keeper Oren Lyons and Tadodaho Sid Hill talk about our
messages that have been sent to our people and have been carried across
generations.

Activities to Consider at Home:
The above video provides a chance for parents to
connect with their kids to talk about how they relate
to some of the teachings behind peace, love, and a
good mind.
Children and youth have their ideas of what those
concepts mean, in their own context. An example
could be thinking about how older siblings speak to
their younger siblings. Older siblings can be shown
how they can exemplify peace, love and a good
mind by providing them with opportunities to be
good models for their younger siblings, and to be
helpful.
The second video is aimed for a younger audience
and provides an activity that engages younger
children to explore outdoors and extend their
understanding of peace by working together using a
good mind.

’

Ka nikonhrí:io
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READING AT HOME: WORD WORK
Word work is the exploration of the spellings and/or meanings of words (vocabulary).
Making time for word work is extremely important as it helps patterns and words move
into long-term memory. Word work can help your child become a better reader, writer
and speller.
Some simple word work ideas that can be done at home:
Sort words by spelling patterns or word meanings.
Spell words on a dry erase board, with magnetic letters, with letter stamps or tiles.
Type the words.
Rainbow write the words or write the words in a fancy way.
Put the words in ABC order.
Write the words, then trace over the consonants in blue and the vowels in red.
Make a word search, and find the words.
Write a definition and identify the part of speech.
Find a synonym and antonym to go with the vocabulary word.
Create a picture of the word and have someone guess the word
Play guess my word with clues.
Practice Some Word Work:
Free Rice: This site follows a quiz style format to sharpen and expand your
vocabulary. Play Free Rice and for each correct definition identified, a grain of
rice is donated to the United Nations World Food Program.
Vocabulary.com: This site helps children (Grades 7-11) improve their
vocabulary skills using quick quizzes that will adapt to their level over time.
The site will tailor future questions based on their strengths and areas needed
for growth.
Sight word games: (Grades 1-4.) A collection of sight word games to keep your
child engaged.
Vocabulary Spelling City: Currently offering free access (code: VSCFree90)
Fun engaging ways to work on spelling lists and boost vocabulary. Input your
own words to work on, or choose from one of their ready made lists.
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MATH TIPS, GAMES & CHALLENGES
Estimate - to roughly calculate or judge the value, number, quantity or extent
of …. Have a conversation about quantity and approximation with your child.
Here are some questions that will help your child practice estimating:
How much of something needs to be added to a recipe?
How much pasta will the family need for dinner?
How many cookies or pancakes can we make from this bowl of batter?
How many snack items are in the bowl? ( grapes, goldfish, etc...)
How many days before the seedling grows? How much will it grow each day?
How much time will it take for you to jump on one foot 25 times?
How long for an airplane to fly out of sight?
How many hairs on your head?
How many times can you say the alphabet in 24 hours?
How many marshmallows would it take to cover the kitchen floor?

Game
OF

THE

WEEK

Dicey Operations in Line – all you need is a partner and a die. Be the
first to get your sum closest to 1000.

Fine tune your estimation skills
Estimation 180 (All ages) Check out over 180 different estimation challenges.
Great for further developing number sense and reasoning. The images seen
promote estimation of measurements and quantities

Wild Maths (Ages 7-16) Use this site to explore, imagine, experiment and
create. It provides video and activities for exploring a variety of math
topics.
Sheppard Software Estimating and rounding games as well as many other
math games for kids of all ages.
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The Winds
SCIENCE SPACE
Over the past few weeks the winds have been blowing, possibly blowing neighbor's
items into your yard or causing you to bundle up when going outside. The winds
play a very important role in the changing of seasons, and below are some cool
activities to incorporate our knowledge of Tsi Niionkwarihò:ten into our knowledge
of science regarding wind.

Wind Walk
Take a walk around your neighborhood together and look for all the things the
wind is moving around. Can you see a flag blowing in the wind? Is there a leaf being
pushed along the road? Are the tree branches swaying?
Stand still for a moment and enjoy the feeling of the wind
blowing across your face. Ask the children if they can see the
wind, and whatever their answer is ask them 'Why?'. The
point is not to have an answer for them, but for them to think
critically on their own and come up with ideas to explain.

Wind Book
After reading the Ohenton Karihwatehkwen or going on a wind walk, ask your
children to help you make a list of all the ways that wind helps us, or helps Mother
Earth (think spread seeds, moves the clouds, cools temperature etc.) Follow up by
illustrating each point and combine into a picture book.
If you or your children are feeling creative, check out these cool nature coloring
pages:

Beautiful Words from Turtle Island

Things to Colour from Mother Earth

E
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GEOGRAPHY & VIRTUAL TOURS
This week we will explore nature and the "unknown"!

Virtual Hikes
The weather has been constantly changing this month so we
are not always able to get out and explore nature every day.
There are many videos and Google Earth features that will
allow you to explore nature from your own home. The videos
work well with a virtual reality headset but they can also be
used on a screen while you are doing exercises at home.
Take a hike through the Grand Canyon by using Google Earth
or by watching a video.

Exploring the Unknown
If virtual hikes are not for you then there are plenty of tours
that explore places in nature that we normally do not get to see.
Explore the world's largest cave, Hang Sơn Đoòng, in Vietnam,
or even the Namib Desert in Namibia. There are many unique
places we can explore through virtual tours!

Livestreams
If you feel like exploring places at this very moment then
livestreams are the way to go! One of the most memorable
things for people to see is the Northen Lights and Manitoba has
set up a video to watch them live - but it's best to only check it
out in the evening and nighttime. If your children can't wait
until the night then check out this 360-degree video instead!
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Vive le Printemps

TARGETING FRENCH VOCABULARY
FOR ALL SKILL LEVELS
While you are trying to enjoy Spring despite social distancing, here you have
the opportunity to practice French Springtime Vocabulary and to use it in
your daily life. These resources will help you work on language skills
including Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening.
Listening and Reading
Watch the videos below while paying attention to the sound and the writing
form of the letters, syllables, sentences or ideas according to your level
Speaking
Using the vocabulary in the selected videos listed below. You can listen and
repeat aloud. Try to use the vocabulary orally when outside observing the
beautiful Spring weather. Use the vocabulary as best you can according to
your level.
Writing
From the videos below, you write down the letters, words, and the sentences.
You can even write inspirational thoughts and ideas according to your level.
Write the spring elements you observe outside. You might want to add some
arts by drawing out what you wrote.
For younger learners:

For older learners:

French colourful vocabulary lesson
on Le printemps

French vocabulary lesson on Le
printemps

A short and interactive colourful
informative text on Le printemps

An informative text on Le printemps

A cute little song on Le printemps
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KANIEN’KÉKA TEWATÁ:TI
Let's Speak Kanien’kéha

Ha'o kats entewaiéntho - Let's plant
Verb "To Plant" - Taking a look at the verb you can see how there are
patterns in the language. Practice each tense and formulate short
sentences or dialogues to practice with family members at home.

Past tense

Present tense

Future tense

Watiénthon- I have planted

Tiénthos- I am planting

Entiéntho - I will plant

Saiénthon– You have planted

Tsénthos– You are planting

Enshiéntho – You will plant

Roiénthon– He has planted

Raiénthos – He is planting

Enhaiéntho – He will plant

Iakoiénthon – She has planted

Ieiénthos– She is planting

Enieiéntho – She will plant

Ionkwaiénthon–We have planted

Tewaiénthos – We are planting

Entewaiéntho – We will plant

Rotiiénthon– They have planted

Ratiiénthos– They are planting

Enhatiiéntho– They will plant

Kahtehrákera's

Iokhahonkó:wa

Kah-teh-rá-ke-ra's

Io-kha-hon-kó: -wa

Coltsfoot

Áhsen Niioneráhtonte
Áh-sen ni- io-ne- ráh-ton-te

Wild Garlic

Trillium

Sewatahónhsatat:
Click on photo and listen to Tóta tánon Ohkwá:ri,
as

Ganadiyoh

garlic.

talks

about

Iokhahonkó:wa/wild
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SUPPORTING ONLINE STUDENT SUCCESS
Google Classroom
“The Student’s Quick Guide to Google Classroom” is a great resource to help you
access Google Classroom, view announcements, submit assignments, access the
Google class drive, and navigate the site itself.

Zoom
If you need any help with Zoom Algonquin College put out a resource page for
students to use.
Enter the meeting early so you can test out your video and audio
Make sure you have all your materials near you
Try to stay in one spot during the meeting
Mute your microphone when you are listening and not talking

Apps & Educational Sites
Flashcards are useful tools when you have to study for quizzes or tests. They can
help you memorize key vocabulary, dates, or other important information. The
sites Cram and Quizlet have pre-made flashcards and also allow you to put in your
own material. They also have apps you can use!
Khan Academy and Coursera have free courses you can sign up for with your
school emails. Both sites offer many subjects but Khan Academy is good for
elementary and secondary levels, whereas Coursera may be more helpful for those
in post-secondary levels.
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KEEP MOVING!!
Children by nature, need to move and release energy throughout the day. Body
breaks are great to take when your child has been sitting and focusing for a
period of time.

Body breaks help reduce stress and frustration, and increase

attention and productivity. Give a body break a try and see what a difference it
can make.
Pokémon: A Cosmic Kids Yoga Adventure:
Have fun
working on yoga poses while experiencing a Pokémon
adventure.
5 Minute Move: The Body Coach TV (K+) A quick five
minute workout to get moving and refocus.
Would You Rather Roblox Fitness (K-11) Children have 10
seconds to choose which of the two options is their favorite,
move to that side of the room and they then do the
corresponding exercise for 30 seconds. Repeat when the
new selection comes up. A fun way to exercise.

Rock Your Mocs!
Get the family moving by putting on some social
dance songs and get everyone dancing around the
house. When cleaning the house or just for a dance
break with the kids. It’s good medicine to let loose and
get a little goofy with dance moves too! Access smoke
dance songs on YouTube by clicking on the pictures
to the right. If you have access to apps, download
Sound cloud and search Iroquois social dance songs,
there’s plenty to choose from.

Stick Dance

Smoke Dance
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LEARNING IS EVERYWHERE!!
A weekly menu of fun learning activities to choose from.
Choose ___ activities to do at home this week.

Think of the last
movie you watched.
type up a review of
your thoughts on the
movie and if you
recommend it for
others.

Take one of the
virtual tours. Write
what you thought
about the tour.
What did you enjoy
and what did you
learn?

Plan a backyard
obstacle course. Set
it up in your
backyard. Have
family members try
it out with you.

Make a dinner for
the family. Create a
menu that shows
detailed picture and
word description for
each food item.
Serve your family
restraunt style.

Create an exercise
video for kids. Plan
your workout and
each exercise you
will do. Record
yourself instructing
your workout as
planned.

Plan a family game
night. Create a flyer
with the details. As
the host, you can
be the score
keeper, time
keeper or the
banker.

Go on a medicine
walk with a family
member. Start your
own journal about
what you learn.
Draw plant and
note all your
observations.

Compose an Acrostic
Name Poem. Write
your first and last
name vertically on a
paper. Use each
letter i nyour name
to begin a sentence
about yourself.

Go on a geometric
shape hunt around
your home. What
can you find that is
shaped like a cube,
pyramid, sphere,
cylinder of
rectangular prism?

This menu was inspired by NotSoWimpyTeacher.com
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Let us know!

CONTACT US!
CONTRIBUTORS:

EDITING & LAYOUT:

Tsohahi:io Deom

Kahtehron:ni Iris Stacey

Kahsennenhawe Jacobs
Dominique Janvier
Sandra-Lynn Leclaire
Jill Leslie
Cassidy Meloche

Niawenhko:wa!!

FOR SUGGESTIONS, QUESTIONS & COMMENTS CONTACT:
Kahtehron:ni Iris Stacey
kahtehronni.stacey@kecedu.ca
or
Jaime Dickson
jaime.dickson@kecedu.ca

